
Driven by the passion to infuse Middle Eastern 
rhythms, melodies and instruments with 
contemporary techniques, LennyTunes has 
released the "The Bellydance Superstars" album, 
featuring the soulful music and oriental vibes of 
the 60s and 70s clubs of Jaffa.  "The Bellydance 
Superstars” was created with the original 
instruments of the period, played through a time 
vortex from the future. The new show brings back 
the magical air and freedom that were dominant 
on the stage back then, with belly dancers and 
hypnotic music. The combination of the melodies 
and samples of the stars of the era together with 
electronic beats, sounds from the future and other 
Middle Eastern influences, creates a modern show 
full of energy and rhythm.

After being behind the scenes for over 20 years, 
Lenny has taken on the role of DJ and has joined 
forces with the hypnotizing belly dancer Orit 
Succary and the amazing drummer Eden Bahar. The 
three perform an exotic show full of soul, passion 
and energy, creating a one-of-a-kind experience 
together with the crowd.

A celebration of soul music 
which will stimulate your senses. 
Straight from the Middle Eastern 
night clubs of nostalgic Jaffa.

"Perfect sound architecture, 
excellent musical directing, an 
absolute surprise no matter what 
type of music you’re into”

Lenny Ben Basat: melody, production, 

DJing and music management

Eden Bahar: Drums and percussion

Orit Succary: Choreography and Dance
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Lenny Ben Basat is one of Israel’s most 
prominent musicians, composers and 
record producers and the owner of the 
LennyTunes production house, located in 
the old city of Jaffa, Israel. Throughout his 
extremely successful international 
career, Lenny has developed his unique 
musical blend, from the traditional 
Maqam of Arab music and beats of Africa 
to the urban sounds and techniques of 
drum machines, analog synths and vinyl 
beat chopping.

https://www.instagram.com/lennytunes808
https://www.facebook.com/lennytunes808
https://open.spotify.com/album/7ctjrEE7LphwknNhH0HPlX
https://soundcloud.com/lennybenbasat/sets/the-bellydance-superstars



